In Lakeland, a pedestrian was struck and killed by a train this morning [Wednesday]. The Polk Ledger/Jessica Bakeman

Gov.-elect Ron DeSantis has named Michael Ertel to oversee elections statewide. The 49-ye NSF

Authorities say a high-speed train struck a pedestrian along the railroad tracks and threw him AP

The Department of the Interior is one of the parts of the federal government affected by the SAGE Deborah S.Arkins

A Florida sheriff's dive team pulled a woman to safety early on New Year's Day after another AP

Florida has confirmed its first case of a rare, polio-like illness. Health new Florida's Sammy N Sammy Mack

Preparations are underway for a project that could help with Everglades restoration. Sam Turken

A new disease attacking South Florida's coral reefs has gotten an unprecedented response -- Nancy Klingener

Lakeland's historic downtown has seen a surge in new restaurants, with six opening in the last Robin Sussingham

A state of new restaurants in historic downtown Lakeland is a welcome development for the .Robin Sussingham

Homes in black neighborhoods in South Florida are being undervalued -- that's according to Nadege Green

It's a tradition to try to set goals to start the new year. But why is the follow-through sometimes?Sue Wantuck

It's good to have goals, but as WUSF's Susan Giles Wantuck tells us, a University of South F Sue Wantuck

We hear about lies against the Parkland school shooting survivors. Julio Ochoa

Six disabled and elderly Floridians are suing the state over alleged violations of the Americans with Disabilities Act.

The statewide commission that has been writing recommendations to try and prevent anotherWRN

A spate of new restaurants in historic downtown Lakeland is a welcome development for the .Robin Sussingham

The Tampa City Council will consider changing some of its parking requirements for developStephanie Colombini

It's a tradition to try to set goals to start the new year. But why is the follow-through sometimes?Sue Wantuck

Six disabled and elderly Floridians are suing the state over alleged violations of the American Julio Ochoa

The 1st District Court of Appeal is scheduled to hold arguments next month in a dispute aboutNews Service

Three more leaders have left Johns Hopkins All Children's Hospital in St. Petersburg followinJulio Ochoa

Last month Major League Baseball and communist Cuba agreed to let Cubans play pro ball iWRN

Florida has confirmed its first case of a rare, polio-like illness. Health new Florida's Sammy N Sammy Mack

Lakeland's historic downtown has seen a surge in new restaurants, with six opening in the last year alone.

The 1st District Court of Appeal is scheduled to hold arguments next month in a dispute aboutNews Service

We hear about lies against the Parkland school shooting survivors. Julio Ochoa

The Public Safety Commission investigating the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School shoWRN

The Tampa City Council will consider changing some of its parking requirements for developStephanie Colombini

Manatee Memorial Hospital in Bradenton has opened a new emergency room. Julio Ochoa

If you New Year's resolution is cutting down on other foods that aren't good for yMark Schreiner

Research by a University of South Florida professor finds that you may be able to fool your bMark Schreiner

Perhaps you sing in the shower or in your car. But as WUSF's Susan Giles Wantuck tells us, Sue Wantuck

The Florida Orchestra is bringing back "Sing Out Tampa Bay" next month. Sue Wantuck

A Senate Republican has filed a proposal that would make it illegal for people to smoke on p NSF

The 1st District Court of Appeal is scheduled to hold arguments February 12th in a dispute atNSF

Three more leaders have left Johns Hopkins All Children's Hospital in St. Petersburg followinJulio Ochoa

A spacecraft traveling billions of miles from Earth is sending back data and photos of a distantBrendan Byrne

Florida Governor-elect Ron DeSantis will appoint a lobbyist who is also a former judge and sAP

The Public Safety Commission investigating the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School shoJessica Bakeman

The commission investigating last February's Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School shootiMark Schreiner

Incoming Governor Ron DeSantis bemoaned Medicaid costs while in Congress and white on NSF

Florida boaters killed a record number of manatees in 2018 and the state reported a near-rec AP

We hear about a report that says it's more dangerous to deliver babies outside of a hospital. Jessica Meszaros

According to a Sarasota Herald Tribune and Gatehouse Media report, it's more dangerous to Daylin Miller
The 1st District Court of Appeal is scheduled to hold arguments February 12th in a dispute about St. Petersburg getting two-and-a-half million dollars to tackle climate change issues.

According to a Sarasota Herald Tribune and Gatehouse Media report, it's more dangerous to drink the city's tap water than Chernobyl or a nuclear attack.

Governor-elect Ron DeSantis continues to bring back current and former members of outgoing Governor Rick Scott’s administration.

The Air Force faces a shortage of pilots, so it's experimenting with ways to make its training programs faster and less expensive.

Researchers from Florida Gulf Coast University have been trying to find how toxic BLUE GREEN ALGAE affects the Florida Everglades.

A Florida House Republican proposed a measure yesterday [Thursday] that would allow people to keep guns on their college campuses.

The Florida Supreme Court has rejected a lawsuit over whether the legislature is upholding its constitutional mandate to fund public education.

A federal judge is holding a hearing over whether to give a former Florida elections official a new trial.

Govt. filed an appeal last week [on Friday] Governor-elect Ron DeSantis named an ardent opponent of Medicaid expansion.

A sharply divided Florida Supreme Court is rejecting a lawsuit claiming the state isn’t living up to its $844 million agreement to build a new baseball stadium in Tampa.

The Florida Supreme Court has rejected a lawsuit over whether the legislature is upholding its mandate to fund public education.

There will be no parade when Florida Republican Governor-elect Ron DeSantis is sworn in this week as the 46th governor.

Activists scored a victory last year when a Florida judge ruled the legislature misspent money on “preservation.”

Creating new benefits for first responders dealing with cancer is among the top legislative goals.

A Florida House Republican proposed a measure yesterday [Thursday] that would allow people to keep guns on their college campuses.

A Florida House Republican proposed a measure yesterday [Thursday] that would allow people to keep guns on their college campuses.

There are still at least 17 Florida hospitals that aren’t following the law to notify patients about their financial responsibilities, a state-mandated consumer protection.

The Florida Supreme Court has rejected a lawsuit over whether the legislature is upholding its mandate to fund public education.

A Florida House Republican proposed a measure yesterday [Thursday] that would allow people to keep guns on their college campuses.

A Florida House Republican proposed a measure yesterday [Thursday] that would allow people to keep guns on their college campuses.

Researchers from Florida Gulf Coast University have been trying to find how toxic BLUE GREEN ALGAE affects the Florida Everglades.

A Florida House Republican proposed a measure yesterday [Thursday] that would allow people to keep guns on their college campuses.

A Florida House Republican proposed a measure yesterday [Thursday] that would allow people to keep guns on their college campuses.
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Elections Supervisors in Florida have begun to implement a new state law. Cathy Carter

Before the midterm elections, people with a felony conviction could not vote in Florida. Cathy Carter

NASA space centers across the country, including the Kennedy Space Center, remain closed. Brendan Byrne

Cathy Carter

President Donald Trump has signed into law a bill expanding funding for an environmental project. Amy Green

Wildlife officials reported 30 Florida panther deaths in 2018, matching the previous year’s total. Bethany Tyne

Steve Newborn

Governor Ron DeSantis is expected to announce today [WEDNESDAY] his first justice pick. Alexander Gonzalez

Florida’s new governor Ron DeSantis has appointed Barbara... NSF

An honors class at the University of South Florida is learning how to communicate beyond language. Bethany Tyne

The state has frozen Medicaid payments to some providers who treat children with autism while it tries to ferret out fraudulent activity. Daylina Miller

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the immediate resignations of all governing board members at All Children’s Hospital in St. Petersburg. Brendan Byrne

The state has frozen Medicaid payments to some providers who treat children with autism while it tries to ferret out fraudulent activity. Brendan Byrne

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the resignation of the entire South Florida Water Management District governing board. Amy Green

U.S. Senator Marco Rubio implored Florida’s new governor this week [Tuesday] to start spreading federal coronavirus relief. Daylina Miller

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the immediate resignations of all governing board members at All Children’s Hospital in St. Petersburg. Bethany Tyne

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the resignation of the entire South Florida Water Management District governing board. Bethany Tyne

Several people voiced concern Tuesday about 30,000 tons of toxic sludge from Fort Myers that will be dumped in a Polk County landfill. Danny Rivero

Legislation filed at the state capitol would repeal a state law that once limited marriage to opposite-sex couples. Tom Urban

Legislation filed at the state capitol would repeal a state law that once limited marriage to opposite-sex couples. Brendan Byrne

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the resignation of the entire South Florida Water Management District governing board. Bethany Tyne

Residents along the gulf and panhandle are concerned about the old state capitol today [Tuesday]. TL Sue Wartuck

Wildlife officials reported 30 Florida panther deaths in 2018, matching the previous year’s total. Lisa Peakes

Aliens who can’t vote in Florida. Cathy Carter

Governor Ron DeSantis was in Miami today, where he appointed Barbara Lagoa [lag-... Daylina Miller

Governor Ron DeSantis was in Miami today, where he appointed Barbara Lagoa [lag-... Brendan Byrne

Governor Ron DeSantis was in Miami today, where he appointed Barbara Lagoa [lag-... Tom Urban

Governor Ron DeSantis was in Miami today, where he appointed Barbara Lagoa [lag-... Brendan Byrne

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the resignation of the entire South Florida Water Management District governing board. Tom Urban

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the resignation of the entire South Florida Water Management District governing board. Brendan Byrne

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the resignation of the entire South Florida Water Management District governing board. Bethany Tyne

The seven candidates for Tampa mayor met last night (Wednesday) for a debate in Ybor City hosted by Spectrum Bay News Nine. Steve Newborn

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the resignation of the entire South Florida Water Management District governing board. Tom Urban

The state has frozen Medicaid payments to some providers who treat children with autism while it tries to ferret out fraudulent activity. Bethany Tyne

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the resignation of the entire South Florida Water Management District governing board. Bethany Tyne
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The state has frozen Medicaid payments to some providers who treat children with autism while it tries to ferret out fraudulent activity. Bethany Tyne

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the resignation of the entire South Florida Water Management District governing board. Bethany Tyne

The state has frozen Medicaid payments to some providers who treat children with autism while it tries to ferret out fraudulent activity. Bethany Tyne

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the resignation of the entire South Florida Water Management District governing board. Bethany Tyne

U.S. Senator Marco Rubio imploded Florida’s new governor this week [Tuesday] to start spreading federal coronavirus relief. Brendan Byrne

Pointing to a denial of due process, a federal judge ordered Governor Ron DeSantis to rescind all other orders that had been issued by the state’s health department in its management of the coronavirus. Daylina Miller

The Florida Transportation Commission has interviewed five applicants to replace former DeBlasio Gainey. Brendan Byrne

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the immediate resignations of all governing board members at All Children’s Hospital in St. Petersburg. Brendan Byrne

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the resignation of the entire South Florida Water Management District governing board. Amy Green

Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the resignation of the entire South Florida Water Management District governing board. Bethany Tyne

According to a new report, Floridians have the third highest amount of student loan debt in theDaylina Miller

The state has frozen Medicaid payments to some providers who treat children with autism who Daylina Miller
Governor Ron DeSantis has called for the immediate resignations of all governing board members.

Five people are expected to testify today [Friday] in a deposition hearing for Michael Drejka, who shot and killed a teenager in a Florida shopping center.

Governor Ron DeSantis has officially removed and suspended Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel. A Pinellas County judge is relaxing some of the limits placed on the suspect in a Clearwater shooting.

Florida's new governor has suspended the sheriff in Broward County where the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School shooting took place.

President Trump stopped at the U.S./Mexican border in Texas yesterday [Thursday]. He's proposing to double immigration enforcement along the border.

Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis and the Cabinet this morning granted a pardon to four African-American men who served time in prison for the same drug-trafficking offense.

The Florida Department of Education says the state is experiencing a critical teacher shortage.

A Pinellas County judge is relaxing some of the limits placed on the suspect in a Clearwater shooting.

A coastal engineering consultant said this week [Tuesday] that Panama City Beach suffered $1 billion in damage from Hurricane Michael.

Triple A says that gas prices are back on the rise, now that the oil market is regaining strength.

Governor Ron DeSantis and the state Cabinet gave long-sought pardons Friday to members of the group that staged a sit-in at the Florida Capitol to protest gun violence.

Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School students won't have to go to class on February 14th — Valentine's Day — when most of the country celebrates love.

The idea of civility in politics has become almost a quaint idea in some circles. A nonpartisan group is working to bring it back to the political process.

Andrea Perdomo

The Florida Department of Education says the state is experiencing a critical teacher shortage.
1/15/2019 ME News Spot Politics 1-14 Lakeland electin rdr Voters in Lakeland will go to the polls today. (TUESDAY). They'll elect a city commissioner to Steve Newborn
1/15/2019 ME News Spot Environment 1-14 SpaceX WRAP SpaceX is laying off nearly 10 percent of its workforce. Brendan Byrne
1/15/2019 ME News Spot Health 1-14 Psych Meds WRAP A new bill would allow psychologists in Florida to prescribe medication. Shawn Mulcahy
1/15/2019 ME News Spot Politics 1-14 FLSCT-Luck CC Governor Ron DeSantis made his second pick for a justice of the Florida Supreme Court to: Danny Rivero
1/15/2019 ME News Spot Under-Served Co 1-14 DeSantis Wall CC Florida's governor has responded to reports that President Trump has considered using federal funding to build a new wall. Danny Rivero
1/15/2019 ME News Spot Environment 1-14 Red Tide Econ RDR Informal studies show that red tide algae blooms caused millions of dollars in damages to bu: HT/Jessica
1/15/2019 ME News Spot Public Safety 1-14 Campus Guns CC Legislation has again been proposed in Tallahassee that would allow people to carry concealed weapons on campus. Tom Urban
1/15/2019 ME Interview (2-way) Politics It's been one month since Governor Ron DeSantis chose Ken Lawson to lead the Department of Business and Professional Regulation. Blaise Gainey
1/15/2019 ME News Spot Public Safety 1-15 Israel REAX CC Suspended Broward County Sheriff Scott Israel is reacting to his removal by new Governor RAP/Jessica
1/15/2019 ME News Spot Politics 1-14 Lakeland electin rdr Voters in Lakeland will go to the polls today. (TUESDAY). They'll elect a city commissioner to Steve Newborn

1/1/15/19 MD News Spot Environment Informal studies show that red tide algae blooms caused millions of dollars in damages to bu: HT/Jessica
1/1/15/19 ATC News Spot Public Safety The University of South Florida is recruiting 16 hundred elderly volunteers to determine whether computer programs can prevent dementia. Julio Ochoa
1/1/15/19 ATC News Spot Environment Florida wildlife authorities say four species no longer will be listed as endangered. Amy Green
1/1/15/19 ATC News Spot Politics Governor Ron DeSantis says he wants to strengthen security of Jewish Day schools to protect them from anti-Semitic attacks. Sam Turken
1/1/15/19 ATC News Spot Public Safety Orlando International Airport is trying to help federal workers there who aren't getting paid due to the partial government shutdown. Brendan Byrne
1/1/15/19 ATC News Spot Health Florida lawmakers continue to respond to the state's opioid epidemic. NSF
1/1/15/19 ATC News Spot Public Safety Pointing to higher-than-expected natural gas costs, Tampa Electric Company asked state regulators for approval of its request for rate increases. NSF
1/1/15/19 ATC News Spot Public Safety Governor Ron DeSantis says he wants to strengthen security of Jewish Day schools to protect them from anti-Semitic attacks. NSF
1/1/15/19 ATC News Spot Environment Moving up the eco-ladder by reducing greenhouse gas emissions is one of USF St. Petersburg's biggest priorities. Eillin De la Paz
1/1/15/19 ATC News Spot Environment Florida water managers are bracing for a potential water shortage. Amy Green
1/1/15/19 ATC News Spot Environment Moving up the eco-ladder by reducing greenhouse gas emissions is one of USF St. Petersburg's biggest priorities. Eillin De la Paz
1/1/15/19 ATC News Spot Environment The partial government shutdown continues into its third week. Brendan Byrne
1/1/15/19 ATC News Spot Environment Florida water managers are bracing for a potential water shortage. Amy Green
1/1/15/19 ATC News Spot Environment More sea turtles have died from toxic red tide poisoning in Florida waters recently than during Jessica Meszaros/Sarasota herald jury. Brendan Byrne
Florida is once again advertising for a top financial regulator, who will require approval from Governor Ron DeSantis and the state Cabinet.

Key West City Commissioners unanimously approved a ban Tuesday on the sale of sunscreen.

The State Board of Education approved a report yesterday that details a shortage of certified Mark Schreiner

Respiratory irritation related to red tide was reported over the past week in Pinellas, Manatee, Jessica Mescaros

Two Florida lawmakers want to restrict the publication of personal information of pre-registered voters who are underage.

The number of people who got sick in the United States from an infected mosquito, tick, or flea tripled between 2004 and 2016.

Governor Ron DeSantis has suspended Palm Beach County Supervisor of Elections Susan B. Bucher, effective immediately.

Governor Ron DeSantis has suspended Palm Beach County's elections supervisor Susan Bucher, effective immediately.

Governor Ron DeSantis is expediting money for debris removal in communities impacted by Hurricane Michael.

Now that newly elected officials have been sworn in, local environmental groups have joined Andrea Perdomo

The number of people who got sick in the United States from an infected mosquito, tick, or flea tripled between 2004 and 2016.

Drastic changes are under way at Florida's Bethune-Cookman University due to crippling deb

The number of people who got sick in the United States from an infected mosquito, tick, or flea tripled between 2004 and 2016.

The State Board of Education approved a report yesterday that details a shortage of certified Mark Schreiner

Governor Ron DeSantis has suspended Palm Beach County Supervisor of Elections Susan E. Peaks.
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Governor Ron DeSantis has suspended Palm Beach County's elections supervisor Susan Bu Sam Turken.
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Governor Ron DeSantis has suspended Palm Beach County Supervisor of Elections Susan E. Peaks.
On Friday, Governor Ron DeSantis rescinded 46 of the last-minute appointments former Governor Scott made on Friday, acknowledging that the time was needed to get rid of barriers to success in Florida—namely from racial discrimination.

Police in St. Petersburg say two people have been killed and another wounded in a shooting. The police released a press statement saying the investigation is ongoing.

Tips are coming in on the triple shooting in St. Petersburg after Monday’s Martin Luther King Jr. Day parade. The St. Petersburg Police Department is asking for the public to come forward with information.

Some Florida lawmakers are proposing a bill to require all school districts to filter out online drug marketing. Florida State Senator Kelli Stargel is sponsoring the legislation, alongside Rep. Danielle Fekke (R-Orlando) and Rep. Anna Eskamini (D-Orlando).

Florida attorney John Morgan says he is submitting 120,000 signatures to get an initiative on the November ballot aimed at putting medical marijuana into the state constitution.

Agriculture Commissioner Nikki Fried says she’s close to choosing a Director of Cannabis, a position she created within her office. She says she wants to choose someone with a background in law enforcement.

Tips are coming in on the triple shooting in St. Petersburg after Monday’s Martin Luther King Jr. Day parade. The St. Petersburg Police Department is asking for the public to come forward with information.

The legal team defending the confessed-Parkland shooter -- was back in front of a judge in Florida's Supreme Court. The legal team representing Nikolas Cruz is requesting his case be transferred from Broward County to the state's Supreme Court.
Patches of toxic algae blooms have been hanging around the Gulf of Mexico for more than a year, killing fish and other marine life.

State wildlife officials say toxic red tide blooms could be negatively impacting Florida's stone crabs.

The Florida Aquarium cut the ribbon Wednesday on a sea turtle rehabilitation center in Apollo Beach.

Travel restrictions between the United States and Cuba have some airlines looking to change their policies.

Tampa Bay's annual Gasparilla Pirate Fest is this weekend.

A federal judge is officially ending the legal skirmish between former Governor Rick Scott and a former Florida elections official.

Governor Ron DeSantis announced Thursday the White House is extending the number of days for Floridians to vote by mail.

The brother-in-law of one of the victims identified in the Sebring bank shooting spoke before the media today.

Police say the man who confessed to fatally shooting five women in a bank in Sebring would not have been able to commit the crime because he was in jail.

Police say the man who confessed to fatally shooting five women in a bank in Sebring would not have been able to commit the crime because he was in jail.

Governor Ron DeSantis announced Thursday the White House is extending the number of days for Floridians to vote by mail.

The small community of Sebring was devastated by Wednesday's shooting at SunTrust Bank.

Police say the man who confessed to fatally shooting five women in a bank in Sebring would not have been able to commit the crime because he was in jail.

Police say the man who confessed to fatally shooting five women in a bank in Sebring would not have been able to commit the crime because he was in jail.

Another victim has been indentified from the Sebring bank shooting.

Another victim has been indentified from the Sebring bank shooting.

Florida's Secretary of State Mike Ertel resigned today.

The Highlands County Sheriff's Office just announced that five people were killed inside a Sebring bank.

Police say the man who confessed to fatally shooting five women in a bank in Sebring would not have been able to commit the crime because he was in jail.
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Police say the man who confessed to fatally shooting five women in a bank in Sebring would not have been able to commit the crime because he was in jail.

One of the five victims of the Sebring bank shootings is being withheld by police.

A mother-in-law is now the scene of Florida's latest mass shooting - a place where 150 people were killed.

Governor Ron DeSantis announced Thursday the White House is extending the number of days for Floridians to vote by mail.
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Governor Ron DeSantis on Tuesday backed the possibility of more school employees being armed to defend students and faculty.

After Hurricane Irma swept through the bay area, 125 traffic signals were without power for four days, leaving drivers to navigate with lights out.

The Midwest is in the grips of an extreme outbreak of arctic air, and snow was reported as far south as Hattiesburg, Mississippi earlier today.

Jeff Huffman

Former Florida Democratic gubernatorial nominee Andrew Gillum is joining CNN as a political commentator.

Nicole Slaughter Graham

Florida's governor unveiled a state budget proposal on the environment yesterday, which would include $25 million for the Everglades restoration.

A state judge ruled yesterday that Florida physical therapists cannot offer "dry needling" treatments to patients.

A Florida sheriff suspended this month by the governor and accused of failing to prevent the Parkland shooting has been cleared of misconduct.

Saying Florida legislators failed to heed the will of voters, Governor Ron DeSantis has ordered state spending reviews.

As lawmakers are being asked to consider two competing proposals surrounding access to dental care, the Senate and House have approved competing proposals.

As he wraps up his first month in office, Governor Ron DeSantis is slowly unveiling his proposed education spending plan.
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